**Daily Assignment**

**Announcement:** Bring to the next class (Wed) both *Heisenberg Probably Slept Here* and *Copenhagen*.

**Due:** Wednesday October 27, 9 am

**Read:** Copenhagen pages 3 – 94

1. To help you with listening well to each others talks, take notes during the talk today on Benjamin Franklin, presented by Chris and Jake. Take notes on (1a) the content (1b) the presentation. What did you find interesting? If the speakers would ask you for feedback about how to improve their talks and in which sense their talk was good, what would you tell them? (answer on journal entry or hardcopy of handwritten notes is sufficient)

2. Describe the main topic(s) of the play “Copenhagen” and the historical background.

3. What about this play did you like and/or dislike?

4. Do you have any comments?